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Realist artists, such as Chuck Close, Ralph Goings, and Joseph Raffael, discuss their
paintings, studios, and artistic techniques
Antirealist views about morality claim that moral facts or truths do not exist. Does this
imply that other types of normative facts, such as epistemic facts, do not exist? The
Normative Web develops a positive answer to this question. Terence Cuneo argues
that moral and epistemic facts are sufficiently similar so that, if moral facts do not exist,
then epistemic facts do not exist. But epistemic facts do exist: to deny their existence
would commit us to an extreme version of epistemological scepticism. Therefore,
Cuneo concludes, moral facts do exist. And if moral facts exist, then moral realism is
true. It is sometimes said that moral realists rarely offer arguments for their position,
settling instead for mere defenses of a view they find intuitively plausible. By contrast,
The Normative Web provides not merely a defense of robust realism in ethics, but a
positive argument for this position. In so doing, it engages with a range of antirealist
positions in epistemology such as error theories, expressivist views, and reductionist
views of epistemic reasons. These positions, Cuneo claims, come at a prohibitively high
theoretical cost. Given this cost, it follows that realism about both epistemic and moral
facts is a position that we should find highly attractive.
A definitive reference to English words and usage
Democracy and Foreign Policy: The Fallacy of Political Realism challenges the belief
that liberal democracy is incompatible with a wise and effective foreign policy. Miroslav
Nincic demonstrates that if any such incompatibility exists, it is rooted in the incentives
of professional politicians rather than in the impulses that drive the public and its
legislative representatives. When we look at the intersection of U.S. domestic political
arrangements and the nation's foreign policy, our gaze is often misdirected by
erroneous and often harmful assumptions about the appropriate domestic setting for
the conduct of foreign affairs. First, Nincic focuses on the effect of democratic practices
and institutions on the efficacy and wisdom of international dealings, especially with
rival nations. Nincic next examines the pursuit and consequences on some of the
central aspects of our democracy, including the balance of power between the
executive and legislative branches, civil liberties, and government openness. A
challenge to political realists' contention that democracy impedes the sound conduct of
foreign policy, Democracy and Foreign Policy will be of particular interest to scholars
and policymakers in international relations, U.S. foreign policy, and diplomatic history.
A history-travelog which shows many aspects of this land and its role as a major force
in unifying South America.
What if something as seemingly academic as the so-called science wars were to
determine how we live? This eye-opening book reveals how little we've understood
about the ongoing pitched battles between the sciences and the humanities--and how
much may be at stake. James Brown's starting point is C. P. Snow's famous book, Two
Cultures and the Scientific Revolution, which set the terms for the current debates. But
that little book did much more than identify two new, opposing cultures, Brown
contends: It also claimed that scientists are better qualified than nonscientists to solve
political and social problems. In short, the true significance of Snow's treatise was its
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focus on the question of who should rule--a question that remains vexing, pressing, and
politically explosive today. In Who Rules in Science? Brown takes us through the
various engagements in the science wars--from the infamous "Sokal affair" to angry
confrontations over the nature of evidence, the possibility of objectivity, and the
methods of science--to show how the contested terrain may be science, but the prize is
political: Whoever wins the science wars will have an unprecedented influence on how
we are governed. Brown provides the most comprehensive and balanced assessment
yet of the science wars. He separates the good arguments from the bad, and exposes
the underlying message: Science and social justice are inextricably linked. His book is
essential reading if we are to understand the forces making and remaking our world.
Table of Contents: Preface Acknowledgments 1. Scenes from the Science Wars 2. The
Scientific Experience 3. How We Got to Where We Are 4. The Nihilist Wing of Social
Constructivism 5. Three Key Terms 6. The Naturalist Wing of Social Constructivism 7.
The Role of Reason 8. The Democratization of Science 9. Science with a Social
Agenda Afterword Notes Bibliography Index Reviews of this book: Meaty and
challenging are the words to describe Brown's treatment of the arguments that go on
over the nature and social impact of science. "The battleground in the current round of
the science wars," he writes, "is epistemology (What is evidence? Objectivity?
Rationality? Could any belief be justified?)...The stakes are political, however; social
issues are constantly lurking in the background. How we structure and organize our
society is the consequence. Whoever wins the science wars will have an
unprecedented influence on how we are governed. Brown, professor of philosophy at
the University of Toronto, gives a rich and closely reasoned discussion of the issues in
the science wars. --Scientific American Reviews of this book: Brown ably takes on
many of the claims proffered by the antiscience camp and argues that the logic in those
claims is faulty. Brown's engaging style makes accessible complex issues central to the
philosophy of science. --Publishers Weekly Reviews of this book: While what has been
known as "the science wars" seems to have finally played itself out--not, so much as I
can tell, that distrust between the sciences and humanities has been settled, but that
interest on the part of spectators has pretty well waned--the issues that animated the
debate, and their practical importance in everyday life, may not have been successfully
clarified for the general public. James Robert Brown's Who Rules in Science? is the
clearest, most accessible book on the subject for the general reader that I have come
across during the many years of this bickering. --Tom Bowden, TechDirections Reviews
of this book: In Who Rules in Science, James Brown...warns that there's much more at
stake here than people realize. This is not just a battle between postmodernist
philosophers and working scientists over whether an electron is real or merely a social
construction. It's about who gets to define reality, truth and rationality. --Sheilla Jones,
Globe and Mail Reviews of this book: The latest and perhaps most comprehensive
attempt at rescuing the pro-science "hard" Left from the anti-science cons Left is James
Robert Brown's Who Rules in Science. Like Sokal, Chomsky, Stephen Jay Gould,
Richard Lewontin, and others he believes that clear thinking is the Left's best weapon,
and that good science is a powerful engine of social justice. Thus, constructivism, which
undermines the authority of science and reason, is not only wrong-headed but also
socially irresponsible. --Kevin Shapiro, Commentary Magazine Reviews of this book:
James Brown...details in this very readable book the Great Divide between the
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humanities and science, and between constructivist and empirically oriented
camps...For those who are quite comfortable with the standard approach in science,
Who Rules exposes a very unpleasant underbelly of science, in which scientists can be
influenced by personal or political motivations. --Keith Harris, Metapsychology Reviews
of this book: A close analysis of the 'science wars' examines the link between politics
and epistemology. Brown does an admirable job of engaging the general reader in such
issues as the role that science plays in creating or changing the social order and the
role of social factors in the creating or changing of scientific theories...The author takes
readers through a whirlwind course in the philosophy of science in the 20th century,
focusing on the concepts of realism, objectivity, and values. He acknowledges that
social constructivists are right in seeing social factors at work in science, but he insists
that reason and evidence play a dominant role. Brown sees the democratization of
science as one of the central themes of the science wars, and he takes the position that
when participants are drawn from every affected social group, more objective science
will result. He argues that knowledge grows through comparative theory assessment,
and that the way to ensure the optimal diversity of rival theories is by having a wide
variety of theorists from diverse backgrounds; thus the political act of affirmative action
leads to more objective science. Brings the science wars home for the lay reader by
identifying the combatants, examining their goals, and exposing the strengths and
weaknesses of their arguments. --Kirkus Reviews Reviews of this book: Brown...here
provides a cheerful gloss on some philosophical issues arising from the currently
fashionable "science wars." The result is a readable survey of the history of the analytic
philosophy of science and the sociology of knowledge from positivism to constructivism,
with the positions of the usual suspects characterized and criticized. --P. D. Skiff,
Choice Reviews of this book: Many readers will finish James Robert Brown's Who
Rules in Science? Feeling that this "war" is more than a little phoney...The idea that
these two schools are at "war" serves only to deflect attention away from their furtive
collaboration. Who Rules in Science? sheds overdue light on this dark and secret
liason. --David Hawkes, Times Literary Supplement Reviews of this book: In Who Rules
in Science?, philosopher James Robert Brown argues cogently for public accountability
for science--and public funding for scientists. He points out that debates about what
science is, its control and its funding are not esoteric; they are the essence of the
politics of science. --New Scientist This is a wonderful book: funny, learned, intelligent,
strong-minded. In a clear and understanding fashion, James Robert Brown introduces
us to the battles over the nature of science. He is never afraid to make judgements, yet
always with appreciation of people's positions, however extreme. If you read only one
book on the "Science Wars," read this. My only regret is that Who Rules in Science? is
not longer. --Michael Ruse, Florida State University This book is a lively, engrossing
overview of the philosophical and political issues at stake in the current debates about
science. Brown doesn't pull any punches in stating his own views, but he always takes
care to present fairly even those arguments with which he disagrees. And he's an equalopportunity debunker: scientists, sociologists and his fellow philosophers all come in for
(mostly justified) criticism. --Alan Sokal, co-author of Fashionable Nonsense A breath of
commonsense, lucidly and wittily argued. --Robin Dunbar, author of Gossip, Grooming,
and the Evolution of Language and The Trouble with Science Who Rules in Science?
restores the image of the scientist as a rational actor, capable of generating reliable
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knowledge and defending the public interest. The book is wonderfully written and
should be read as widely as possible. --Ullica Segerstrale, author of Defenders of the
Truth

Embrace off-grid green living with the bestselling classic guide to a more
sustainable way of life, now with a brand new foreword from Hugh FearnleyWhittingstall. John Seymour has inspired thousands to make more responsible,
enriching, and eco-friendly choices with his advice on living sustainably. The New
Complete Book of Self-Sufficiency offers step-by-step instructions on everything
from chopping trees to harnessing solar power; from growing fruit and
vegetables, and preserving and pickling your harvest, to baking bread, brewing
beer, and making cheese. Seymour shows you how to live off the land, running
your own smallholding or homestead, keeping chickens, and raising (and
butchering) livestock. In a world of mass production, intensive farming, and food
miles, Seymour's words offer an alternative: a celebration of the joy of investing
time, labour, and love into the things we need. While we aren't all be able to
move to the countryside, we can appreciate the need to eat food that has been
grown ethically or create things we can cherish, using skills that have been
handed down through generations. With refreshed, retro-style illustrations and a
brand-new foreword by Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall, this new edition of
Seymour's classic title is a balm for anyone who has ever sought solace away
from the madness of modern life.
After its heyday in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, naturalism, a
genre that typically depicts human beings as the product of biological and
environmental forces over which they have little control, was supplanted by
modernism, a genre in which writers experimented with innovations in form and
content. In the last decade, the movement is again attracting spirited scholarly
debate. The Oxford Handbook of American Literary Naturalism takes stock of the
best new research in the field through collecting twenty-eight original essays
drawing upon recent scholarship in literary and cultural studies. The contributors
offer an authoritative and in-depth reassessment of writers from Stephen Crane,
Frank Norris, Theodore Dreiser, and Jack London to Kate Chopin, Edith
Wharton, Ernest Hemingway, Richard Wright, John Steinbeck, Joyce Carol
Oates, and Cormac McCarthy. One set of essays focus on the genre itself,
exploring the historical contexts that gave birth to it, the problem of definition, its
interconnections with other genres, the scientific and philosophical ideas that
motivate naturalist authors, and the continuing presence of naturalism in twentyfirst century fiction. Others examine the tensions within the genre-the role of
women and African-American writers, depictions of sexuality, the problem of
race, and the critique of commodity culture and class. A final set of essays looks
beyond the works to consider the role of the marketplace in the development of
naturalism, the popular and critical response to the works, and the influence of
naturalism in the other arts.
This reference includes alphabetically arranged entries on 58 British women
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writers of the 20th century. Some of these writers were born in England, while
others, such as Katherine Mansfield and Doris Lessing, came from countries of
the former Empire or Commonwealth. The volume also includes entries for
women of color, such as Kamala Markandaya and Buchi Emecheta.
Are religion and public life really separate spheres of human activity? Should they
be? In this book, Robin W. Lovin criticizes contemporary political and theological
views that separate religion from public life as though these areas were
systematically opposed and makes the case for a more integrated understanding
of modern society. Such an understanding can be underpinned by 'Christian
realism', which encourages responsible engagement with social and political
problems from a distinctive perspective. Drawing on the work of Rawls, Galston,
Niebuhr, and Bonhoeffer, Lovin argues that the responsibilities of everyday life
are a form of politics. Political commitment is no longer confined to the sphere of
law and government, and a global ethics arises from the decisions of individuals.
This book will foster a better understanding of contemporary political thought
among theologians and will introduce readers primarily interested in political
thought to relevant developments in recent theology.
This volume presents an acessible and engaging collection of essays by
prominent Australasian philosophers, covering a wide array of topics and drawn
from a series of public lectures on Philosophy in Australia and Zealand convened
over a period of four years. The essays explore the rich philosophical past of
Australasia, while also illustrating why philosophy in Australasia ranks highly in
influence and esteem.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their
technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers
share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the
driving forces that will help make it better.
The popular press has taken notice of two current trends in housing arrangements: threegeneration households, and twenty-somethings staying at home longer. These are not
separate trends, but part of a larger nationwide cultural shift to extended families reuniting.
Together Again: A Creative Guide for Successful Multigenerational Living is intended to make
this cultural shift go smoothly. As it stands now the benefits of extended family living are being
masked by the World War II generation's fancy for independence. That worked fine for them.
But the coming failure of the social security and healthcare systems in this country are forcing
us all to rethink how we live and care for one another. This book offers solutions based in part
on interviews with over 100 people now involved in extended family living relationships. Topics
covered include the financial and emotional benefits of living together; proximity and privacy;
designing and remodeling your home to accommodate adult children or elderly parents;
overcoming cultural stigmas about independent living; financial and legal planning; and making
co-habitation agreements.
"In Hicks, Tribes, and Dirty Realists: American Fiction after Postmodernism, Robert Rebein
argues that fiction writing in America is alive and well, contrary to the common assumption that
the experimental writing of the 1960s and 70s amounted to a logical culmination - or dead
end."--BOOK JACKET.Title Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved
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An up-to-date, comprehensive guide to reducing the sugar in one's diet features more than fifty
recipes for low-sugar meals and desserts, along with tips on reading food labels and ratings of
popular foods. Original. 25,000 first printing.
This agenda-setting volume of essays interrogates the crossing of gendered voice that occurs
in literature and theatre from the 1850s to the present. It investigates male writers' use of
female voices and female writers' use of male voices, examining where, how and why such
gendered crossings occur and what connections may be found between these crossings and
specific psychological, social, historical and political contexts as well as the particular aesthetic
ends of individual authors. It establishes new ground in the critical analysis of the way gender
switching, transforming or morphing is mobilized in literature and theatre to create and recreate
identities which challenge established binaries and boundaries. Featuring essays discussing
writers such as Angela Carter, Jeffrey Eugenides, Sarah Waters, James Joyce and Samuel
Beckett, the collection provides new impetus for further theoretical explorations of the role of
the voice and its gendered construction and transformation within literary and gender studies.
Teaching all the skills needed to live independently in harmony with the land, from harnessing
natural forms of energy and raising cropsto keeping livestock and preserving foodstuffs, this
John Seymour classic is still the most practical guide for realists and dreamers alike. John
Seymour authored over 40 books, including the DK’s best-selling Complete Book of SelfSufficiency and The Forgotten Arts & Crafts. He died in the fall of 2004 at the age of 90.
The essays in this book - on Heinrich von Kleist, Joseph Eichendorff, Georg Buchner and
Heinrich Heine, and on the novelists Gottfried Keller, Wilhelm Raabe and Theodor Fontane were mostly written between 1936 and 1944, when Lukacs was in exile in Moscow. After the
literary polemics of the earlier thirties, Lukacs increasingly turned to the literature he knew and
loved best - the German classics and 19th century realists. His defence of realism against the
crude simplicities of socialist realism and against all didactic literature, is implicit and
occasionally explicit, throughout these studies. Lukacs appears in this volume as a literary
historian, ready to make illuminating comparisons between Kleist and Schiller, Buchner and
Shakespeare, Heine and Balzac, Keller and Tolstoy, Raabe and Dickens, or Fontane and
Thackeray. He appears as a critic whose discussions and assessments of indivudual works,
whether plays, novels, short stories or poems, are enlivened by the exploration of the relations
betwen historical period, style and aesthetic form, which runs through all his literary work.

This book explores some current issues on the borderland between moral
philosophy and Christian theology. Particular attention is paid to the issues at
stake between liberals and communitarians and the dispute between realists, nonrealists and quasi-realists. In the course of the discussion the writings of Alasdair
MacIntyre, George Lindbeck and Stanley Hauerwas are examined. While
sympathetic to many of the typical features of post-liberalism, the argument is
critical at selected points in seeking to defend realism and accommodate some
aspects of liberalism. The position that emerges is more neo-Barthian than postliberal. In maintaining the distinctiveness of Christian ethics and community, the
book also seeks to acknowledge common moral ground held by those within and
without the church.
The recent enthusiasm for things postmodern has often produced a caricature of
modernism as monolithic and reactionary. In a lively and wide-ranging
discussion, Peter Nicholls argues that the distinctive feature of Modernism is its
diversity. Providing original analytic accounts of each of the main movements, he
explores the ways in which the new stylistic developments were closely bound up
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with a shifting politics of gender and authority. Modernisms introduces the reader
to a wealth of literary experiment, beginning in the nineteenth century world of
Baudelaire and Mallarme and moving forward into the recognisably modern one
of the first avant-gardes. Close readings of key texts monitor the explosive
histories of Futurism, Expressionism, Cubism, Dada and Surrealist - histories
which allow the familiar terrain of Anglo-American Modernism to be seen in a
strikingly different light. Modernisms invites us to rethink our habits of reading
seminal works of twentieth-century British and American literature, transforming
one thing into many, and evoking the richness and diversity of a cultural moment
which continues to shape our own.
The New Complete Book of Self-SufficiencyThe Classic Guide for Realists and
DreamersDorling Kindersley Ltd
Essays over Europese realistische schrijvers
Universal basic income. A 15-hour workweek. Open borders. Does it sound too
good to be true? One of Europe's leading young thinkers shows how we can
build an ideal world today. "A more politically radical Malcolm Gladwell." --New
York Times After working all day at jobs we often dislike, we buy things we don't
need. Rutger Bregman, a Dutch historian, reminds us it needn't be this way-and
in some places it isn't. Rutger Bregman's TED Talk about universal basic income
seemed impossibly radical when he delivered it in 2014. A quarter of a million
views later, the subject of that video is being seriously considered by leading
economists and government leaders the world over. It's just one of the many
utopian ideas that Bregman proves is possible today. Utopia for Realists is one of
those rare books that takes you by surprise and challenges what you think can
happen. From a Canadian city that once completely eradicated poverty, to
Richard Nixon's near implementation of a basic income for millions of Americans,
Bregman takes us on a journey through history, and beyond the traditional leftright divides, as he champions ideas whose time have come. Every progressive
milestone of civilization-from the end of slavery to the beginning of democracywas once considered a utopian fantasy. Bregman's book, both challenging and
bracing, demonstrates that new utopian ideas, like the elimination of poverty and
the creation of the fifteen-hour workweek, can become a reality in our lifetime.
Being unrealistic and unreasonable can in fact make the impossible inevitable,
and it is the only way to build the ideal world.
Is the world hierarchically arranged, incorporating 'levels' of reality? What is the
nature of objects and properties? What does 'realism' about ordinary objects or
states of mind demand? When an assertion is true, what makes it true? Are
natural properties best regarded as qualities or powers or some combination of
these? What are colours? What explains the 'projective' character of
intentionality? What is the nature of consciousness, and what relation do
conscious experiences bearto material states and processes?From an
Ontological Point of View endeavours to provide answers to such questions
through an examination of ground-floor issues in ontology. The result is an
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account of the fundamental constituents of the world around us and an
application of this account to problems dominating recent work in the philosophy
of mind and metaphysics.The book, written in an accessible, non-technical style,
is intended for non-specialists as well as seasoned metaphysicians.
Take your cooking skills to the next level while developing a knockout repertoire of 200
essential dishes that satisfy what our modern palates crave, from simple meals to dinner-party
centerpieces. We've made improvements to well-loved dishes by incorporating innovative
techniques in recipes such as Butter-Basted Rib-Eye Steak and added modern classics such
as Vegetable Bibimbap and Olive Oil-Yogurt Bundt Cake. In this book, you'll find the perfect
roast chicken and a killer banana bread but also a Turkish-inspired tomato soup, luscious
Chinese braised short ribs, and a set of wholesome grain bowls. A chapter on weeknight
dinners offers smart paths to great flavor--from Bucatini with Peas, Kale, and Pancetta that
cooks in one pot to a pizza that bakes in a skillet--including plenty of vegetarian options. Other
chapters turn up the volume on breakfast and dessert standbys; try the 100 Percent WholeWheat Pancakes and Brown Sugar Cookies and you may never go back to the regular
versions. We'll also help you pull off your next--or even your first!--dinner party with recipes
guaranteed to impress (and to work), such as Braised Lamb Shanks with Bell Peppers and
Harissa, Miso-Marinated Salmon, and Roasted Zucchini and Eggplant Lasagna. Most of
us--not just newbies--could stand to bone up on certain culinary basics, and our methods may
surprise even more experienced cooks, from seeding fresh chiles (we use a measuring spoon)
to hulling strawberries (a plastic straw works well). And that's just the tip of the iceberg of what
these recipes teach. You'll discover how to "reverse sear" thick pork chops so they turn out
juicy all the way through, grind meat in a food processor for the ultimate burger, and shape
fresh corn tortillas without a tortilla press or rolling pin. As you progress through this book, you
will also gain a deeper understanding of ingredients, better techniques, and the secrets we use
in the test kitchen via sidebars called "Think Like a Cook," which offers insights that can help in
your larger culinary life. For example: How to Be an Avocado Whisperer: Squeezing that
avocado is just going to bruise it. Learn a better way to tell when it's ripe. Improvising a Pan
Sauce: After searing a steak, chop, or chicken breast, don't clean the pan! We show you how
to use these browned bits to make a rich, deeply flavored sauce. How Cheese Melts: Learn
why some cheeses melt smoothly while others turn greasy--plus a trick to help cheddar melt
without breaking. The Egg-Doneness Continuum: See the difference between soft-, hard-, and
overcooked eggs and find a foolproof method for nailing it every time (and removing the shells
more easily).
Women Screenwriters is a study of more than 300 female writers from 60 nations, from the first
film scenarios produced in 1986 to the present day. Divided into six sections by continent, the
entries give an overview of the history of women screenwriters in each country, as well as
individual biographies of its most influential.
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